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INTRODUCTION 
'Ihou1h, hopefully, the phyaical fltne a a  of both youth and adult• 
in our country la improvin1, it h evident that the phyaical capacity for 
leading an active life ia below what it ahould be for many people. Look-
lna at the problem from an evolutionary atandpeint, it appears that the 
biological base of man ha• deteriorated while the aociocultural evolu-
tion of man ha• evolved at a rate dependent upon technoloaical advancea.  
Malina 1 presented two reflective question•.  
How lona can man auatain hia rapid aociocultural advance­
ment on the aame blolo1ical baa•? Do the dh•a••• of modern 
aociety, eapecially cardiovaacular dheaae, auageat aian• of 
breakdown in man'• phyalcal machinery? 
la the A merican population enjoyin1 the nlcetiea of modern living 
at the coat of becoming "Home Sedentariua Americus ?"2 
Joggin1 pro1rama have been initiated to primarily aeeiat adults 
in obtaining an increaaed level of phyalcal fitn• • •· Little ha• been done 
1 
R obert M .  Malina,· 11.An Anthropoloalcal Perapective of Man in 
Action, " New Perapectivea of Man in Action, ed. R oscoe E. Brown and 
Bryant J. Cratty (E'1alewood CUffa, New Jeraey: Prentice-Hall, Inc . ,  
1969), p .  151. 
2 
Carl E .  WiU1ooae, The Currlc\llum in Pbyaical Education 
(Englewood Cliffe, New Jer•ey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), p. 32. 
2 
to provide progres sive cardiovaecular exercise to overweight and ob••• 
youth. 
I. S'I A'I EMEN'I OF THE PROBLEM 
It wae the purpose of this study to investigate the effect• of a 
ten week progrealive jogging and running program on •elected metabolic, 
anthropometric, cardiorespiratory. and performance measurement• on 
an obeae aubject. 
II. IMPORTANCE OF THE ST UDY 
Homeoataeia provide• for •tabi\ity in body weight &• evidenced 
by adult food conaumption averaging a ton a year with a variation in 
body we ight of not more than a. few pounds. 3 However, for aome per-
eons, the balance between energy expenditure and food intake ta being 
upset by change• in eating and exerciaing pattern• of the preaent eociety. 
Reeulta of a population that ie either overfed or underactive ha• grouped 
approximately one fifth of a.11 adult• in a 10 to 20 per cent heavier than 
ideal weiaht category. 4, 5 Johnson, 6 et al, found that 10 per cent of 
3 J. V. G. A. Durnin, "The Influence of Nutrition," Proceedings 
of the International Sympoaium on Phfceical Activity and Cardi ovaacular 
ITeil'ib, Vol. ��. No. lZ (March25 , 967), p .  717. -
4Malina., �· �·, p. 151. 
5warren :R. Young, "Hope for the Many Member• of the Obese 
Corps," Time-.!:!!! Books Special Report (New York: Time Inc., 1966), p. 72. 
6M. L. Johnson, B. S. Burke, and J. Mayer, "The Prevalence 
and Incidence of Obesity i.n a Gros• Section of Elementary and Secondary 
School Children," American .Journal of Clinical Nutrition, IV (January-
February, 1956), p. 24. 
-
3 
6, 346 elementary and secondary school children in Boston were obese. 
'I he 1'4'lationship between childhood obe•ity and <id.1lt obesity 
was studied by Abraham. 7 He t"eported on a twenty year longitudinal 
stu·:.;y that clearly ir.dicatec.l overweight children have a. tendency to 
beconie overweight adults more o!tun than children of average weight . 
In general. investigations reveal that obese children are less 
fit than they would be if they were not obese. 8, 9, !O, 11 
The studies pre�ented indicate that obesity is prevalent in ouT 
society and it exerta an influence on physical fitness. 
Ill. LIMITATIONS OF 'IH:E 3'IUDY 
The fact that one subject wa e involved in the investigation pro-
vided information th&t related to an individual response to cardiovascular 
7 Sidney .� braha.m and l\la1·ie Nordsieck, 11R elation�bip of Exc�86 
v: eight in Children and Adults," Public Health .Reports. LIIV, (March, 
1960). pp. l.63-271. 
8 
DuTnin, 2.e.• c:it • •  p. 717. 
9K. M. Bookwalter, 'The Relationship of Body Size and Shape to 
Physict.l Performance, 11 F e:search Q uarterly, XIII (October, 1952), p. 2. 79. 
10c. L. W �al' and Kenneth Miller, "R.:: lationship of Physique and 
Developmental Level to Physical Performances," Research Quartertr. 
XXXIII (December, 1962.), p. 615. 
111-h illiam Bucke llew, 11 A Gross S ectional and Longitudinal Study 
of Various F'actors of Growth and Development of Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 
and Eighth Grad e Bt>ys." (Dis sel'tation, University of .A rkaneaa, Fayette -
ville, 1968), pp. 112-115. 
• 
exercise. T berefore, inferences to populations based upon the result a 
of thh study must be made with extreme caution. 
5 
CHA PT .E;.R U 
REVIEV\ OF THE LITERATURE 
Much has been written about obesity with particular concentra-
tion on epidemiological aspects. However, there are several studies 
which help to define the relationship of exercise in terms of cardio-
vascular fitness and anthropometric measurements to corpulance. In 
this review a three phased approach has been used to study the litera-
ture. Phase 1 presents the role that exercise plays in the reduction 
of body weight. The intensity at which exercise must be performed 
is discussed in Phase II. Phaae Ill deah with the cardiovascular func-
tioning in overweight and obese subjects. 
I. EXERCISE AND BODY WEIGHT 
Whether to fast or to exercise in losing excee a body weight has 
long been a controversial issue. Blooml stated: 
The answer to the problem of obesity leavea two choices. 
Either caloric intake muat be reduced below energy expen­
diture or energy expenditure must be increased above 
1 Walter L. Bloom, "To Fast or Exercise," The American Jour-
!!!! � Clinl-cal Nutrition, XX (December, 1968), p. 1'478. 
caloric intake to lose weight. For a fit society, the latter 
choice is the better. 
Hein and Ryan, 2 Mayer, 3 and Stare4 have suggested a fallacy 
has been perpetuated about the role that exercise plays in weight con-
trot: i.. e., the energy demanda of exercise are relatively little, and 
physical activity hardly changes caloric balance. In contrast, the 
researchers reported that energy cost of exerche was approximately 
proportional to body weight, and an overweight person will require 
more energy for the same amount of exercise than a slimmer indivtd-
ual. Consequently, physical activity of overweight people affected 
their caloric balance. 
Johnson, et al, 5 investigated the eating and exercise patterns 
of 28 obese and 28 nonobese high school girls. The obese group was 
found to be more inactive and have a lower caloric intake than the 
6 
z 
Fred V. Hein and A Uan J. Ryan, "The Contributions of Physi-
cal Activity to Physical Health," R eaearch Quarterly, XXXI (May, 1960), 
p. 265. 
3 Jean Mayer, ''Weight Control, 11 b_ Collection� Papers Presented 
!.! the \\eight Control Colloquium (Ames: Iowa State College Presa. 
1955), P.• ZOZ.. 
4 Jean Mayer and Frederick Stare, "Exercise and Weight Control 
Frequent Mhconceptiona," Back1round Readinge for Physical Education 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), p. 448. 
s 
Mary L. Johnson, Bertha S. Burke and Jean Mayer, "Relative 
Importance of Inactivity and Overeatina in the Energy Balance of Obeae 
High School Oirla, 11 �American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, VI 
(January, February, 1956), p. 43. 
nonobese group. In a similar study Stenfanik, et al, 0 compared the 
amount of food eaten to the degree of participation in physical activity 
of 14 obeae adolescent boys. The control group who consisted of 14 
7 
nonobeae boys had a higher caloric intake than the obese group. Little 
difference was noted in the amount of time scheduled for light, moderate 
and very active exercise. However, the obese group was observed to 
be generally less active than the nonobeee group. It was indicated in 
both of the previous studies that the poaitive energy balance of the obese 
adolescents was related to their relative degree of inactivity. 
II. INTENSITY OF EXERCISE 
The intensity at which work must be performed in order to 
significantly reduce body fat in the obeae ha• been examined by several 
author•. Erber 1 designed a ten week circuit training exercbe program 
in which weights and the body provided the reeietance for seven specific 
exercises. Fourteen under1raduate colle1e men participated in the pro-
gram while an equal number did not engage in any organized physical 
6
PatriciaA. Stenfanik, FetixP. Heald, and Jean Mayer, "Ca­
loric Intake in Relation to Energy Output of Obeee and Nonobeae Ado­
lescent Boys," The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vlll:l 
(January-February, 1959), p. 61 . 
-
7 Steven Erber, "'Ihe Effects of a Specific Exercise Proiiram in 
the Body Composition of Young -'\dult Men," Abstracts� Research 
Papers (Washington, D.C.: NEA Publications, 1969), p. 45. 
activities. It was concluded that the low intensity exercise program 
does not affect the body weight, body density, or percentage of total 
body fat of the subjects. 
Cooper8 stated that beneficial effect• of cardiovascular exer-
che wUl •tart five minutes after a auetainod heart rate of 150 beat• 
per minute or more. If the exercbe ie not vigorou1 enouah to meet 
the heart rate criterion even though there iB an oxygen demand, the 
activity must be continued conaiderably lonaer than five minutea. 
8 
Kurelis and Cureton9 used three subjects in etrenuoua treadmill 
running durina a six week training period, thirty minute• eac:h tralnin1 
session and three sealiona per week. The authors found that lo•• was 
proportional to the milee cumulatively run. However, the 1ubjecte 
increased their muscular denlity. For thia reaaon, it wae felt weight 
loss was not a good index of fat loss. 
A •tudy de•igned to inveati1ate the effect• of a ten week training 
program with voluntary dietary control wae conducted by Knowlton and 
8 Kenneth H. Cooper, Aerobics (New York: M .  Evan• and Com-
pany, 1968), p. 23. 
9
Ramon W. Kurelie and Thomae K. Cureton, "The Relation­
ehip of External Fat to Phy1ical Education> ctivitiea and Fitness," 
Research Quarterly, XVIII (September, 1948), p. 133. 
Weber. 10 Eighteen experimental and five control subjects of similar 
obese physique were measured on physical variables related to fat 
9 
deposition, metabolic variables related to aerobic efficiency and acid-
base balance of capillary blood. The authors indicated that with one 
exception the experimental group had a mean weight loss of 13 pounds; 
however, this was not adequate to aisnificantly eliminate obeaity. 
In a case •tudy reported by Jokl 11 a 15 year old boy who wa• 
five feet five and three-fourths inches tall and weighed 209 pound• 
was admitted to a epecial rehabilitation boarding school. He received 
intensive training in caliathenics'•·· apparatu• gymnaatica, wetaht lifting, 
track and field activities, games, swimming and military drill during 
a ten month period with each daily session lasting approximately three 
hours. During this time no dietary measurea were applied. At the 
conclusion of the study the subject lo•t 55 pounds with a development 
of a noticeable muscle relief over the extremitiea and trunk. 
111. CARDIOV.ASCULAR FUNCTIONING 
There have been several very interesting studies related to 
lORona.ld G. Knowlton and Herb Weber, 11The Effect of Pro1res­
sive Endurance 1 raining and Voluntary Diet Restriction on Physique 
a.n<l Metabolic Variables in Markedly Obese Subjects." Carbond a le . 
Illinois: Southern Illinois Univeraity, 1969, (Mimeographed) 
1 1  Ernest Jokl (ed.), "Obesity Due to Physical Inactivity," Nutri­
tion, l!:xercise and Body Composition (Springfield, Illinois: Charles 
C. 'Ihomas Publishers, 1964), pp. 4 3-45. 
10 
cardiorespiratory efficiency in obeae 1ubject1. 
White and Alexander12 found that the basal metabolic rate of 
109 obeae subjects wa1 within normal limit• while the mean value• 
for oxygen consumption were considerably higher than those predicted 
at ideal body weight. 
Dempsey, et al, 13 u1ed a bicycle ergometer in examining the 
physiologic coat of performing equal work load• and the aerobic capa4 
city of the oxygen transport ayatem in 14 obese and 14 normal, healthy 
and sedentary males. The cardiopulmonary responses were taken during 
two periods of relatively moderate work at 500 and 850 kpm. Maximum 
valuea were measurements during the highest work load attained by 
each subject in one of three or more ergometer teat•. Obeae aubjects' 
reaction to moderate work demonstrated increased energy expenditure 
per unit of work load reflected by a higher level of anaerobic work, 
elevated blood pressure, heart rate, and pulmonary ventilation. In 
maximal work bouts the oxidative energy available was aeverely reduced. 
The authors stated the following in diacu11ion of the reaulta: 
12 :Robert L .  White and James K. Alexander, "Body Oxygen 
Consumption and Pulmonary Ventilation in Obese Subjects," Journal 
of Applied.Physiology, XX (March, 1965), p. 197. 
13J. A. Dempsey, W .  Reddan, B. Balke, and J • .Rankin, "Work 
Capacity Determinants and Phvsiologic Cost of Weight Supported Work. 
in Obesity," Journal of Applied Physiology, XXI (November, 1966), 
p p .  1815-1820. 
One unique characteristic of obese subjecta--without 
exception markedly different from what would be expec­
ted in young, normal adult males- -wa s  that of an ex­
tremely narrow exercise coat capacity margin. In 
other words, the grossly obese person performed a 
routine task--even of a weight supported nature--with 
a physiologic cost which was markedly greater than 
normal, and yet, posseaaed a capacity for eneray expen­
diture which was less than normal. 
11 
Knowlton and W eberl4 observed improvements in aerobic potential in 
submaximal and maximal exertion teata on a bicycle eraometer at the 
concluaion of a ten week training program for obese subject•. 
The metabolic coat of treadmill running wa• inveatigated by 
Miller and Blytb. 1 5  Thirty moderately active male college students 
were ae lected to provide a wide range of body type• and fat content. 
The treadmill was set at five miles per hour and ten per cent grade. 
During the la st five minutes of a 1 5  minute run the expired air was 
collected with an open circuit method using Haldane analysh. It was 
concluded that height and fat content slightly influenced the metabolic 
coat of work and coat could be predicted more accurately by groee 
body weight. Exercise oxygen consumption requirement per unit of 
lean body mass increased as the body fat content became greater and 
obeBity increaeed the energy cost of exerche without increaaing the 
14 Knowlton and Weber, �· cit. 
1 SA. T. Miller and Carls. Blyth, "Influence of Body Type and 
Body Fat Content on the Metabolic C oat of Work," Journal of Applied 
Physiology, VU ( September, 1955), pp. 1 39-141 .  
maximal capacity for oxygen uptake. Welch, l6 et al, found similar 
results using 28 young men. 
The effecte of an intense exercise program with a modified 
caloric intake of 1 , 700 calories per l.4 hours waa investigated by 
Sprynarova and Parizkova. 1 7  Seven obese boys who had a mean age 
12  
of 1 1  years eix month• participated daily for seven weeks at a recrea-
tional therapeutic camp. 'Ihe results indicated a significant drop in 
body weight mainly due to a decrease in adipose tissue. While the 
subjects reduced in lean body mass, the ratio between lean body mas s  
to body weight increased. It was thought that body composition and 
not functional deterioration lead to a decrease in the absolute values 
of oxygen consumption. 
'fV. SUMMA R Y  
Physical activity of overweight people affect• their caloric 
balance. When caloric values are estimated it should be remembered 
that an overweight person performs a workload at a greater energy 
16B. E. Welch, R .  P. R iendeau, C. E. Cri-ap, and R .  s. laen­
stein, "Relationship of Maximal Oxygen Consumption to Various Com­
pon.:tnts of Body Composition," Journal 2! Applied �-hyaiology, Xll 
(May, 1958), p .  395. 
17
stepanka Sprynarova and Jana Parizkova, "Changes in the 
A erobic Capacity and Body Composition in Obeae Boye after R eduction," 
Journal of Applied Physiology, XX (September, 1965), p. 934. 
13 
cost than a slimmer individual. Two very interesting studies substan­
tiated the importance of exerci•e in obese adolescent populations. 
Intense phyaical activity, particularly of a cardiovascular nature, 
appeared to play an important role in the reduction of exceas body 
weight. A relationship was established between aerobic efficiency and 
the decreaaed body weight. 
Investigations on cardiovascular functioning clearly indicated 
that the physiological cost of exercise waa greater and the exercise 
capacity was lees in the obese and overweight population when com­
pared to a normal weight group. 
CHAP'I ER Ill 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of a 
ten week training program on selected metabolic, anthropometric, 
cardiore&pir-atoty, and per!orr.r.ance :ne<.:lsurementi:. on an vb(;.se sub-
)CCt. 
I. SUBJECT 
One male subject, J. D., was chosen for this investigation. 
1 4  
'Ihe subject was 1 7 . 7 years old and a senior at Charleston High School 
in Charleston, Illinois, during the spring of 1969. Initially, he weighed 
214. 8 pounds (97. 64 kilograms) and was 5 feet 9 3 / 4 inches ( 175 centi­
meters) tall. A complete description, including pictures taken during 
the second week and at the conclusion of the training program, can be 
found in Chapter IV. 
Motivation 
It is questionable what combination of factors motivated the 
subject to do something about his phyaical condition. The inve•tigator 
believes the following factors should be considered. The father of 
J. D. was an active member of the Run for Your Life Pro1ram at 
15 
.Eastern Illinois University. On occasions the subject was encouraged 
by hie fathor to engage in a daily running program. 
Prior to volunteering as a aubjoct for this thesia, J. D . . was 
one of a group of high school students who had lndicated a desire to 
take part in another investigation involving rope jumping. Following 
a preliminary screening by a local physician and conaultation with 
J. D. 's peraonal physician, it was felt that his elevated blood pressure 
and oxcesa body weight should preclude his participation in tho rope 
jumping study. 
Other motivational factors may have been J. D.' s intt!rest in 
performing well on an up�coming physical fitnesa test and, in general, 
his physical appearance as it related to social contacts at school. 
With this background, J. D. became concerned about his phys­
ical health. It was after expressing this concern to the Director of 
Research in Physical Education at Eastern Illinois University that 
J. D. was invited to be a subject for research on March 2 7, 1969 • 
.Backsround Information 
This inveatigator became interested in the project and initiated 
a. aeries of interviews with J. D. 'a parents and some of his former 
teachers. F'rom the discussions, it was found that the subject began 
to gain excessive weight at age ten. In following years the body weight 
of the subject steadily increased until he weighed approximately Z31 
pounds one week prior to initial teating ('I 1). Pictures of the subject 
16 
when he was 12, 13, 15, and 17 years of age are in Appendix A. 
It is important to note that J. D. was moderately active and 
enjoyed physical activity, especially swimming. During the fall, win-
ter, and early spring of 1968-69 he frequently rode a bicycle to and 
from school, located approximately one and one-fourth miles from 
his home. In addition, he owned two horses which required daily atten-
tion. The subject enjoyed participating in physical education where 
he received instruction primarily in team sports. Although he did 
not engage in intramural or interscholastic athletics, he frequently 
practiced and played team games in his free time. 
}\cademically, the subject ranked in the upper 20th percentile 
in a class of 234 students. Besides enjoying academic success, he 
was a popular student. 1 
Between the initial interview with the subject and the testing 
period (T 1), the subject began jogging voluntarily. He used an inter-
val training method with interval runs under 440 yards. J. D. aleo took 
diet pills at the suggestion of his local physician three weeks before 
testing and during the first week of the study, but then ceased to use 
them. He did not plan on using the tablets in the future. Daily body 
weights were taken, but not analyzed. 
1Personal communication with John Erickson, Physical .Educa­
tion Instructor, Buzzard Laboratory School, Eastern lllinoia University, 
Charleston, Illinois, and Coach Mervin C. Baker, Physical Education 
Supervisor, Charleston High School, Charleston, Illinois. 
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II. TRAINING PFOGi�.i\:M 
'Ihe training program began on 1'1arch 31, 1169, and concluded 
on June 9, 1969. 'Ihere were a total of 49 formal training sessions; 
and with one exception, the writer engaged in all formal training ses­
sions with the suoject. J. D., aho, voluntarily engaged in ten, infor­
mal week-end training sessions throughout the ten week period. 
Description 
Thirty-six training sessions occurred in the afternoon a.t 3: 30 
p. m. with one session starting as late as 5: 15 p. m. Thirteen training 
seasions were scheduled to start at about 6:30 a. m. because of the 
excessive afternoon heat. All sessions were approximately 50 min­
utes in duration. 
Frequent pre-exercise blood pressures and heart rates were 
recorded throughout the training program. In addition, post-exercise 
heart rates were obtained. The subject was informed of the relation­
ship between the recordings and his level of cardiorespiratory fitness. 
Warm-ue and cool-down. J. D. performed approximately five 
minutes of calisthenics to warm-up for the cardiorespiratory phase 
of training. A n  emphasis was placed on bending and stretching activ­
ities for the purpose of increasing the suppleness of the mu•culature 
involved in running. 
At the completion of the running phase of the work.out, the 
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'•ubject and the \nvestiga�or walked frorn 120 to 440 yards. This cool-
down period provided an excellent opportunity to ascertain the subject'� 
physical and psychological reaction to the intensity of the exercise . 
.Running program. The ru nning phase of the training program 
was the most important activity used in conjunction with this study. 
Initially, the sessions were designed to provide the subject with sue-
cessful experiences while he was developing his aerobic capacity. 
legs, and feet. During the first six weeks the interval method of train-
i.ng was utilized. Goa ls were established so that as the program pro-
gressed he was challenged by either the distance of the run or the 
number of repetitions completed. J. D. was gradually conditioned 
until he could perform continuous submaximal runs without rest inter-
vals. The values of a subm axi mal training pr ogram in developing a 
roaximal cardiorespiratory response has been reported by several 
investigators. l, 3 
'V\ hile the interval training method was used frequently through-
out this i:ivestigation, it in ;.o way infers that J. D. was engaged in 
maximal work of a short duration. It was assumed that some degree 
2
Han Karlsson, Per-Olof A strand, and Fjorn Edblom, ''Train­
ing of the Oxygen Traneport System in Man." Journal of Applied Physi­
ology, XXXII (June, 1967), pp. 1061-1065. 
3
Donald K. Mathews, R ichard Bowers, Edward Fox, William 
Vdlgu s. ".Aerobic and Anaerobic Work Efficiency," R eaearch Quarterll• 
XXXIV (October, 1963), pp. 356-360. 
of anaerobic work was performed during training especially since the 
subject enjoyed increasing hia pace in th• later phase of hb run. 
However, in all caaes the aubmaximal workoute were designed to im­
prove aerobic power. A complete description of the daily running 
program can be found in Appendix B. 
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On the last day of the training we ek, usually on Friday, the 
subject participated in one of two performance ru.na held on an indoor 
track. In one he walked or ran for 30 minutes with the intent of covering 
as much distance aa po:idble. The other was designed to evaluate the 
speed at which he could run a two mile distance. The high intensity 
and long duration of the performance runs was designed to provide a 
meaningful indication of J. D. 's running improvement and an indirect 
.aseeinment of his aerobic power. It was hypothesized that in a labora­
tory testing situation the subject would have found it difficult to become 
aware of hh advancement• in cardioreapiratory performance. 
At the completion of each training aession J. D. recorded the 
total number of miles he had traveled walking and running. Later he 
transferred this mileage to a.n Illinois map in an attempt to reach a 
geographical location about :?.18 miles from Charleston. Illinois (Horse-
3hoe Lake Conservation- -Sot1thern Illinois) on or before the fina 1 
training day. The subject selected this goal after discussing the train­
ing program format with the investigator. Periodically throughout 
the training program the investigator questioned J. D. about the 
number of mil.,s he had accurrulated. 
Modifications of the training program. The incidence of calf 
and thigh ID'.!FClc soren�ss. pa·rti.:ulnrly in the second, third, and 
fourth training weeks. was an occurrance that could have been related 
to the rapid progression in the number of miles run during training . 
While the investigator was very concerned about the physical 
health of J. D., it was felt that without initial observable success in 
weight reduction he might have continued taking diet pills beyond the 
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first week of training. It waa also interesting to note that J. D. expec-
ted to work hard and when the investigator was forced to modify the 
training program, the subject became somewhat discouTaged. Afte-r 
the third week of training he attributed his weight loss primarily to 
the 1.raining progression. 
Exercise phase of the training progr�i.m. Since running doe a 
not adeq uately exercise many of the upper tor so muscles, weight re-
sietant exercises were performed periodically throughout the training 
program. 41 J. D. 's progre.;s in the exercise phase of the training pro-
gram could have helped motivate him in the cardiorespiratory phases 
of training (refer to Appendix C, D, and E). On many occasions the 
4-rhomas K. Cureton, '' lmprovem 6nts In uxygen Intake Capacity 
Resulting from Sports and Exercise 'I raining Programs: A Review," 
A mer ican Corrective Therapy Journal, XXIII (September-October, 
1969), pp. 144-147. 
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time required to complete the running program m.ade it impoaaible to 
s chedule the caliathenica and weight training .. 
Faciliti•• 
Numerous facilities we re uaed for the running phase of the 
program. During inclement weather the indoor track at Eaatern llli­
noia Univeraity waa used.. 'Ihe track waa oval-shaped. aaphalt sur­
faced and ZZO yards around.. When the indoor track waa not available, 
the aubject used the corridor (with aquare corners) encompaaain1 the 
baaketball court and wrestling room on the bottom floor of the Lant& 
Gymnasium. The corridor waa 215 yards in lenath with a tile and 
cement floor; therefore. a slow pace wa• maintained to avoid slippina 
and bumping into people. Four workout• we re held using thh facility. 
During nice weather the training program waa held on three 
different outdoor aitea.  In the initial staaes of the outdoor program 
a one·fourth mile cinder track and a graaa croe1 country runnina path 
were used. In the laet two week• of training the workouts were held 
on roads in close proximity to Eastern lllinoia Univeraity. To avoid 
unneceaaary hasarda, either Uptly traveled roads were used or the 
workout time wa• scheduled early in the mornina. One of the "road 
couraea" waa 4. 6 miles and contained a 300 yard uphill grade of 
approximately 12 per cent. 
Periodically. the Eastern IlUnoie Univeraity W ei;ht T rainina 
Boom was used for the exercise phase of the program. 
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Ill. MEASUR EMENTS 
Three evaluative tools were used to observe the response of 
J. D. to the training program. They included the following: (l) Ini­
tial, intermediate and final laboratory testina; (2) Blood pressures and 
heart rates throughout the training program; and (3) Performance runs 
during the training program. In addition, daily caloric intake• were 
recorded. 
Initial, Intermediate, and Final Laboratory 'I e ating 
Metabolic, anth4opometric:, and cardiorespiratory measurements 
were taken at T 1( during the week preceeding the first training ••••ion), 
at 'I z (during the sixth week of training), and at T 3 (in the we ek following 
the last training aeasion). Each test ('I 1 , 'Iz, T 3) consisted of four 
parte: ( 1 )  Basal metabolic rate; (2) R eating heart rate and blood pr-et­
sure; (3) Anthropomlltr.·ic measurements; and (4) Cardioreapiratory 
meaaures during a submaximal and maximal treadmill run. The basal 
metabolic rate and anthropometric tests were administered early in 
the morning. One to five days later th9 •ubmaxima.l and maximal tread­
mill running teste were administered. Treadmill testing was performed 
in the afternoon. A 11 teating was conducted in the Phy1ical Education 
Research Laboratory at Eaatern Illinois University. 
Basal metabolic rate. A cloaed circuit Colline 13. 5 LiteT Rea­
pirometer wae used to measure basal metabolic rate. The subject 
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received approximately eiaht houri •l••P and had co food or liquid 
intake for 1 2.  houra before th• examlnattoo. The teatln1 •tarted aft•I' 
th• a\lbject reeted lyln& on•·'ball llour ta a comfortable po•ltlon. It 
wa• emphaatsed that the aubject try to conceatrat• on aubject matter• 
other than breathin1 eo tl:t.at a quiet tractn1 without hyperventilation 
epik•• could be obtained. Tile eubject waa alao lnetrw:ted to keep 
hie Up• tlptly around th• mouthpiece. One hWMlrecl per cent pure 
oxy1en waa u••cl to fiuah th• reeplrometer bell. After two fluahln1• 
th• bell wae approJdmately three- fourt)u full with pure oxyaen. The 
cloeed c:lrcult ayatem ••Dl expired alr throup a aoda lime canl•t•r 
thua ab•orbtn1 th• carbon dioxide. The kymopaph wa1 ••t at 32 mm. 
per minute. A no•• cllp wa• applied and a aterlllsed rubber mouthpiece 
attac:he4 to a free breathina valve waa placed between the teeth and 
lip• of tile •ubject. The •ubject waa allowed to acquaint hlmaelf with 
breathln1 throu1h a mouthpiece for a few mtnut••. When the aubject 
was ventUattn1 at a near conetant rate and depth th• ten minute ba1al 
metabolic rate examination started. Pure osy1en waa reintroduced 
when the bell appeared to be l••• tban on••fourth full. A three minute 
aample that appeared repr•••ntatlv• waa analysed. Meaaurement• 
were corrected to atanclard temperature, p'te1aure, dry bulb 
(S. T . P. D . ) . 
R eatln1 heart rate and blood preaaure. At the conclu•ion of 
the ten mlcute ba•&l metabo\lc rate teat, a fifteen ••cond heart rate 
and a blood pre ssure reading were obtained. The heart rate was ob-
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tained ma nually at the carotid artery while the subject was in a supine 
position. R efer to page 32 for the procedure• used in determining the 
blood pressure readings. 
Anthropometric measurement s .  Girth, skin.fold, width, and 
depth measurements were taken immediately following the resting 
heart and blood pressure determinations. During this phase of testing 
J. D. had an empty bladder. Wearing only an athletic supporter, he 
wa• weighed to the nearest quarter pound on a caliberated Healthometer 
Scale and then the reading waa converted to kilogram• by dividing by 
z .  2 .  Height was recorded to the nearest one-half centimeter. 
1 .  Girth measurements .  T en circumference measurements 
were taken. A two meter Lufkin anthropometric tape with a •pring 
tension cylinder was used. Table I describes the area, s pecific loca-
tion, and the procedure s used in obtaining the girth measurements. 
Z. Skinfold mea•urementa. Skinfold thickne s s  measurement• 
were made on 14 location•.  'I able II  describes 12 of the areas includ-
ing epecific location and procedure s  used to obtai.n the readings . 
Figure I displays the location of two gluteal folds. All meaeurementa 
were taken on the right side of the body using a Lange Skinfold Caliper. 
The procedures used were deecribed by C onaolasio, et al. 5 
5
Frank Consolazi o, R obert Johnson, and Louis Pecora, Phvai­
oloaic Mea1urement1 AWl, M•iabolic Functicms \n.M&n.(New York: Mc­
Graw-Hill Book Company, 19 63),  p. t 4 .  
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TABLE I 
A R EA ,  SPECIFIC LOCAT ION, AND PROCEDURES 
USED IN OBTAINING GIRTH MEASUREMENTS 
A R EA 
Neck 
Shoulder 
Cheat1 
Cbeat2 
R ight 
Upper Arm 
Right 
Lower Arm 
Abdomen 
Hip 
!l ight Thigh 
R ight Calf 
SPECIFIC LOCAT ION 
Tape croa sing the hyoid 
bone. 
Tape level with a point 
l" below the acromium 
process. 
Tape level with the 
xiphold proc e s s .  
Tape level with the 
xlphold proce• • ·  
Tape level with a point 
6" above the olecranon 
procesa. 
'I ape level with a point 
2" below the olecranon 
process. 
Tape level with the 
umbilicus. 
Tape level with a point 
6" below the uml>ilicua. 
Tape level with a point 
9" above top of the 
patella. 
Tape level with a point 
5" below the base of 
the patella. 
PROCEDURE 
Lying down- -neck muaclea 
relaxed. 
Standin;-.-taken at the ond of 
normal expiration. Tape held 
on shoulders. Tap• read at a 
point even with the vertebra. 
Standlna- -taken at the end of 
normal expiration. 
Standing-·taken at the end of 
maximal expiration. 
Sitting- -arm• hanain1 straight. 
Standlng•-arma bangina stra.iaht . 
Standina· •taken at the end of 
normal expiration. 
Standing--Gluteal muscles c on­
tracted. 
Standlna 
Standina 
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TABLE II 
P. � E.c\ , SPECIFIC LOCATION, AND PROCEDURES USED 
tN OBTA INING TW ELVE SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS 
AREA 
Facez. 
Neck 
Anterior 
Chest 
Posterior 
Chest 
Upper A rm 
Abdomen1 
.Abdomenl 
Hip 
Anterior 
'I high 
Posterior 
Calf 
sl'tttttt atxt tBN 
Caliper over the 
zygomatic bone. 
Caliper over posterior 
crest of the mandible. 
Caliper over the hyoid 
bone. 
Nipple in the middle of 
the caliper. 
Caliper 1"  below and 
medial to the axilla. 
Caliper 11 1  above tlle 
olecranon proceaa. 
Caliper 4 l /2" above 
the umbilicus. 
Caliper l" right of 
the umbilicus. 
Ca Up er 211 right of 
the umbilicua. 
Caliper on anterior 
spine of the illium. 
Caliper 8" from the 
top of the patella. 
Caliper level with a 
point 10 l /2 inches 
above the auperior 
aspect of the external 
malleous. 
Phocfbufit 
Vertical fold. 
Standing--head and shoulders 
againat a wall. Diaaona l fold. 
Standing--head and shoulder� 
against a wall. Vertical fold. 
Ta ken at the end of normal 
expiration. Diagonal fold. 
Taken at the end of normal 
expiration. Diagonal fold. 
Forearm on table. 906 angle 
in arm. Muaclea contracted. 
Vertical fold. 
Caliper immediately right of 
abdominal mid-line. Con­
tracted abdominal muacles. 
Vertical fold. 
Vertical fold • 
Stationary arm of the caliper 
'1.t nava 1 leve 1. Horizontal fold. 
Ta ken at the end of normal 
expiration. Contracted abdom­
inal muscles. Vertical fold. 
Sitting-· le1 at a 90° angle. 
Vertical fold. 
Sitting--le1 at a 90° angle. 
Gastrocnemius contracted. 
Vertical fold. 
Vertical- -· - - - Q 
gluteal 
fold 
Gluteal- - -
thigh 
crease 
FIGU R E  I 
LOCAT ION OF T W O  
G LU T E A L  FOLDS 
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3 .  v; idth rneasuremants. Employ ing (l shouldc:�r breadth c.a.l­
iper th� shoulde r , chest, and hip width measurements were dete rminer.! . 
The instrument consists of a wooden bar which slides along a graduated 
measuring arm. In recording the shoulder width, the fixed and move­
able arm of the instrument were touching the acromium processes. 
The reading was taken from a posterior position after the subject finished 
a normal expiration. In measuring the chest width the fixed and move­
able arm of the calipe r were touching opposite sides of the thorax, level 
with the xiphoid process . Otherwise, the procedures were the same 
aa those listed above. The hi.p width measurement was taken at a leve l 
six inches below the umbilicus with the subject standing . 
4. Depth measurement. The cheet depth was rec orded by using 
a chest depth calipe r .  The instrument waa level with the xiphoid pro­
cess, and the reading wa• taken at the end of normal expiration. The 
subject w a s  standing. 
Cardtorespiratory me a s ures during treadmill running. Data 
was obtained on the cardiorespiratory response of the subject to a sub­
maximal and maximal treadmill run. An A .  R .  Young treadmill was 
used for this phase of testing. 
1 .  Submaximal tx-e:;;;..:imUl run. The teat consisted of a five 
minute run at six miles per hour (no grade) followed by a ten minute 
and 2.0 aecond r e covery period. Besides this test serving as a warm­
up for the maximal treadmill run, data was obtained on subn1aximal 
recovery blood pressures and heart rates. 
a. Blood pressure. A pre- run blood pres sure reading wae 
taken approximately three minutes prior to the run with the subject 
seated in a chair on the tread mill. R ecovery mea•urements occured 
at one minute and 20 seconds and every minute thereafter throughout 
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an eleven minute and ZO second recovery period. The basic procedllres 
used were the same as those found on page 34. 
b. Heart rates. A telemetry system wa.s used to monitor 
the heart rate during exercise and recovery periods. The akin in the 
immediate area of the V 5 and V SR cheat lead location was prepared while 
the eubject was in a supine position. Procedures used for the prepara-
tion were similar to those employed by Kobayaehl. 6 The skin waa 
ahaved and a small amount of electrode jelly was applied with a cotton 
Q-tip and briskly rubbed until the skin appeared red in color. Then, 
the excess jelly was removed. A pea sized drop of electrode jelly wa.11 
placed on the electrode contact screen. Two electrode• were positioned 
on the skin, the patient cable was snapped into place and secured by 
placing surgical tape over each electrode and several inches of the 
cables. The electrocardiogram was transmitted to a.n RKG Model 100 
receiving unit. The signal was then sent to a Sanborn Model 500 Vbo 
6 Yoshio Kobayashi, "The Effects -of .Rope Jumping on Cardio-
reapiratory Fitne s s  of High School Studente, " (Unpublished Master' • 
Thesis, Eastern Illinoie University, 1 9 69 . )  
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Ca rdiette and a physio- scope, whi ch allowed a constant v i s ual inspec­
tion of the E. C .  G. 
A five second sample of the heart rate was taken approximately 
three minutes prior to the subrnaximal treadmill running with the sub­
ject seated. In addition, recordings were made during the last five 
seconds of each minute of the testing and recovery ( 15 minute s) period. 
During T 3 the R KG Model 1 00 transmitter ti id not function. Consequently, 
heart rates were not recorded. 
c. Orientation to open circuit re spirometry. The re spiratory 
data obtained during the submaxlmal treadmill run was not analyzed in 
this study. The subject used the submaximal treadmill run as a.n orien­
tation to the open circuit respirometry procedures employed during the 
maximal treadmill run. 
2 .  Maximal treadmill run. Immediately following the submaxi­
mal treadmill run a 20 minute recovery and rest period commenced. 
The subject began the maximal treadmill run at the completion of the 
rest period. 
T 1 and T 2 maximal treadmill runs consisted of the subject 
running as long as possible with the treadmill •et at slx miles per 
hour and four per cent gTade. At T 3 ,  in order to create a greater physi­
ological stress on the subject, the treadm ill speed wa t1 increased to 
seven miles per hour. During the first two minutes the grade was set 
at four per cent. In each succeeding minute, the grade was increased 
to 6. s. 1 0 ,  1 2. .  and 1 4  p e r  cent :respectively . 
a. B lood pres sure and heart rate. The procedures ueed to 
obtain the data have been described on page 3 2 .  B lood pres •ure read-
inge were taken at each minute during seven minute s  of the recovery 
period. The heart rate was determined by telemetry and recordings 
were made during the maximal treadmill run and e ight minutes into 
the recovery period. At T 3 , do to a nonfunctloning telemetry unit, 
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the only pulee rate recorded was a 1 5  second sample taken at the carotid 
artery immediately following the run. R ecovery blood pressures were 
not taken during T J .  
b .  Pulmonary ventilation. A 3 0  second aamp le waa taken 
at a time the subject felt that he could not continue running for one 
additional minute. J .  D. ventilated into a Collins "T riple J" valve 
which was connected by a hose to a 600 Liter Chain C ompensated Gaeo-
meter (T l ) and a Model CD4 Parkineon-CoVfan Gas Meter ('I z and 'I 3) .  
c .  Oxygen uptake. Expired air passed through a plexiglase 
sampling chamber before entering the 600 Liter Chain Compen•ated 
Gasometer ('I 1 ) .  In T z  and T 3  the expired air pa s s ed through the Model 
CD4 Parkinson-Cowen Gas Meter, then to the plexiglas s  sampltn1 
chamber where it was drawn out by a small vacuum pump utilising the 
meta Used bag technique. 1 Samples were analyzed by a Beckman Model 
7R obert E .  Johnson, Francis R obbins, et al. "A Ver satile Sya­
tem for Meaauring Oxygen Consumption in Man, " Journal of Applied 
fhysiology, XXll (February, 1967), pp. 3 7 7 - 3 7 9 .  
JZ 
Ez Oxygen Analyz e r .  
Blood Pressure and Heart R ates T hroughout the Training P r ogr am 
In addition to T 1 ,  T z, 'I 3, tests, resting pre- exercise blood 
pressures and heart rates were taken and recorded throughout the 
training program. Poat-exercise heart rates were also recorded peri­
odically throughout the training program. 
Blood pressure. Blood prea•ure readings we re taken before 
Z S  of the workout s e s sions. The Baumanometer Sphygmomanometer 
with a V - Lok Cuff and a Rieger Bowles Stethoscope were the in•tru­
ments used for thi s measurement. The •ubject was comfortably 
seat-ed, however, no appreciable time was allowed for complete relax­
ation . The investigator did attempt to keep the subject a.t ease a a  much 
as possible by informal discussion. 'Ihe arm was slightly flexed, 
abduc ted and relaxed with the forearm s upported at approximately 
the level of the heart. It was found the best readings were obtained 
when the hand was in a supinated position . The cuff was applied evenly 
and snugly around the arm . The lower edge of the cuff was about one 
inch above the antecebital space. A stethoscope was placed snugly 
over the artery in the antecebltal space and the cuff pressure wae 
quickly elevated to approxirrately 1 80 mm Hg. A t  that point it was 
decreased elowly until the first sound waa heard. This reading w&• 
recorded as the systolic blood p r e s s ure while deflatio:1 was continued 
at a rate of two to three mm Hg . per heart beat. '1{hen the heart beat 
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could no lon1er be heard, the dia•tollc pr•••ur• wa• recorded. 8 
Ba•al condition• were not ••tabliahed for th• blood prea aure 
reading•. It wa• felt by the writer that familiarisation with the admin-
htration of frequent blood pr•••ur• readina• helped eatabli•h validity 
during the teatin1 period a .  Hiah blood pr• • •ure wa• one of the pri-
mary reason• the a\lbject was excluded from the •tudy by M r .  
Kobayaaht !1 Conaequently, the aubject expr•• ••d a n  lntereet in this 
meaeurement. 
Heart rate a .  Twenty-one pre- and poet-exercise heart ra.tea 
were recorded. 'Ihe pre-exerciae 1 5  second heart rate waa taken after 
the 1ubject completed aeveral light warm-up activities. Immediately 
followina the runnin1 phaae of the training ••• •ion, the poet-exerciae 
heart rate wa• recorded. Both pre- and poet-exercise ratea were 
obtained manually for 15 seconds at the carotid artery while the aub-
ject waa in a seated position. 
Performance R una Dur in a the T rainin1 Prosram 
On four occaaion• J .  D .  waa timed at two mile a, while on four 
other daya, he walked and ran aa far aa poaeible in 30 minute• .  The•• 
rune were conducted weekly on the indoor track so that environmental 
8stdney Grollman, Laboratory Manual 2,! Human Anatomy � 
Phytl()\oay (Minneapolis, Minn. : Buri••• Publhhina Company, 19 55), 
p .  1 36 .  
9Kobaya•hi, loc . cit. 
- -
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factor• .  auch as wind, rain, temperature, and running aurface, could 
be controlled. 
Daily Food Conaumption 
R ecords we re alao maintained on the type of food and the num­
ber of aervina• conaumed during meala and ana.clu. 
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CHAPTEB IV 
ANA LYSIS OF THE DA'IA 
A case •tudy wa• the vehicle uaed to inveatigate the effect• 
of an aerobic training program on a elected metabolic, anthropometric, 
cardioreapiratory and performance meaaurem ents. A total of 59 
fifty- minute trainina se••iona were performed durlns the ten we ek tra.in· 
in1 pro1ram. Progr••• wa1 evaluated through a three-phaaed teating 
pl'ogram that was administered three tim•• during the inveati1ati.on 
(T l • T 2 • and 'I 3) .  In addition, performance meaaurementa were taken 
throughout the training program. 
I. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Initial, Intermediate, and Final Laboratory 'I eatina 
Baaal metabolic rate, resting heart rate and blood preaeure, 
anthropometric meaauremente and cardiore1piratory meaaurementa 
taken during treadmill runnln1 were the te•t• adminlatered on three 
occasiona (T i. Tz, and T 3) durin1 the atudy. 
Baaal metabolic rate. A three minute repreaentative aampl• 
of a ten minute clo1ed circuit baaal metabolic rate examination revealed 
that J .  D .  r equired fewer ca loriee for maintenance function• a •  the 
investigation progr essed. (See Figure 2. . )  
In this study J .  D. had a more noticeable decreaae in basal 
metabolic Tate than thoae reported in other investi.aationa .  l ,  Z, 3 
This could be attributed to anticipation causing a non-basal condition 
at 'I 1 even though the subject was orientated to the te sting procedures 
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several days prior to the initial teat. Aleo, the parameter s  were baaed 
on the subject' s total body weight, not his lean body mas s .  
R e sting heart rate and blood pre s sure. Figure 3 reveals the 
economizing effect of trainina upon reattna heart rate of the subject. 
The greatest improvement was observed in the initial six weeke of 
training. However, the most striking ex..mple of a trained individual 
was observed in T 3 with a resting heart rate readlna of 56 beats per 
minute. 
It h interesting to note that Coattu4 concluded that resting 
l Laurence E .  Morehouse and .Augustus T. Miller, Physiology 
� Exercise (St. Louis: C .  V .  Moeby Company, 1 967), p .  2 54. 
2 c .  Frank Consolozio, R obert E .  Johnson, and Louis J. 
Pecora, Physiological Measurements !! Metabolic Functions � � 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963), p. 3 55 .  
3
R obert I .  White and James K. A lexander, " Body Oxygen Con­
sumption and Pulmonary Ventilation ln Obe se Subject•, 11 Journal of 
Applied Phyelolo1y, XX (March, 1 965), p .  1 9 7 .  
4oavid L .  Coatill, "The R elationship Between Selected Phyei­
ological Variables and Distance Running Performance, " The Journal 
� Sports Medlcinei and Physical Fitnes s ,  Vll (March, 1967), pp . 6 1 -66.  
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heart rates for better croaa country runners were lower and cloaely 
related to dlatance running performance . 
The baaal diastolic and eyatollc blood preasure• are preaented 
in Figure 4.  In comparin1 the reaulta of the blood preaaure reading• 
taken throughout the trainina proaram (Figure 13) there appeared to 
be only a noticeable decreaae in ayatollc blood preaeuree .  
The concept that reating •yatolic blood preaaurea are affected 
more than reating dla•tolic blood preaaurea a• a lon1 range reault of 
cardioreapiratory condition ia in agreement with other atudiea. S 
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A nthropometric mea•urementa. Body wei1ht, girth a, akinfolda, 
width and de pth mea•urement a  were recorded in thia phaae of teetin1. 
'I he picture• that were taken of J. D .  durina the aecond week and at 
the conclueion of the training pr ogram wl 11 provide the reader with a 
m•n• of obaerving anthropometric chanae a recorded in thi • atudy. 
Both the anterior and lateral view• (Fiaurea 5 and 6 respectively) dh-
p lay a very noticeable decreaae, e•pecially in the abdominal area. 
1 .  Body weiaht and heiaht. J. D .  experienced a weight reduction 
of lZ.64 kiloarame ( 13 per cent) during the atudy. Nine per cent of thia 
red uction occurred between T 1 and T 2 •  (R efer to Figure 7. ) 
5Erneet D .  Michael and A rthur J. Gallon, "Pulae \!\.-ave and Blood 
Preasure Change Occurring D urln1 Phyaical T raining Proaram. " R eaearch 
Quarterly. XXXI (March. 1960), pp. 4 3 - 59.  
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The height of the subject remained at 1 75 centimeters throughout 
the inve atigation. 
Z .  Girth measurements. Circumference measurements (see 
Figure 8) revealed a loas in all categories. 'Ihe most noticeable losaes 
(T 1 to T3) were in the abdomen ( 1 3 .  3 per cent), thigh ( 1 1 .  5 per cent), 
chest (9. 6 per cent), and upper arm ( 9 .  0 per cent). 
l .  Skinfold meaaurement a .  The trend of all the eldnfold meas-
urements dec!'eaaing as the inveatigation progressed was evident. 
Figure 9 portrays the moat observable per cent loseea in the thlah 
(68. 3 per cent), neck ( 6 3 . 6 per cent), upp•r arm (44. 8 per cent), hip 
(4l pe1 cent), abdomenz ( 36. 36 per cent). poaterlor chest ( 3 1 .  3 per 
cent) and calf ( 3 1 .  3 per cent). .. . 
In aenera.l, the hi&h per cent loa s in the sklnfold meaaurementa 
was an indication that J. D. lo at much of his weight in fat layer 1 located 
in the subcutaneoua area. This hypothe ah concurs with anthropometric 
observations reported by Dempaey. 6 
4. Width and depth meaauremente .  As mi;ht be expected with 
ireat losses in body weight and akinfold, width and depth measurements 
also decreased. 'Ihe decrease was evident in all areas obaerved, aa 
ahown in Figure 1 0 .  
6Jerry A .  Dempaey, Anthropometric Obaervatione on Obese &Ad 
Nonobe ee Young Men Undergoing a Program of Vlgoroua Physical Exer• 
cbe, " Reaearch Quarterly. XXXV (October, 196.f), p .  2.82. 
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Car1lior e spiratory measures durin& treadmill runnini• l�. rnain 
objective o! this inve stiaation was to noticeably reduce the percentage 
of exc e 1 u  body weight. However, it was equally important to lnve sti-
gate the cardior e s p iratory imp rovements that were found i.o. the submaxl-
mal and max{mal tr eadmill runs. 
1 .  Submax\mal treadmill run. The data obtained in thia phaae 
of teltina enco mpassed blood p r e s sure and heart rate recozdinis .  
a .  Blood pressure. A s  the investigation p.rogressed the 
!:>ubject had a lower recovery systolic blood pressure readini and a 
more rapid r eturn of both systolic and diastolic pressures to normal. 
This finding, portrayed in Figure 1 1 ,  repr e se nts a classical effect of 
training. 7 
b. Heart rat e .  Fiaure 1 2  reveals th• heart rate oi J. D. 
at rest, during a five minute. eubmaxiroal run and a ten mJnute recovery 
period . The heart muscle displayed a sharp acceleration during the 
initial phase of exer.cise followed by a linear increase which plateaued 
when the steady state was reached . At the conclusion of exercise there 
was a. rapid decrea se in heart rate. 
In general, the heart rate was at all time s noticea.bly lower 
aft e r  alx weeks of tralnlnl. It wa1 intere1tin1 to ob1erve that in the 
7 C .  Frank Consolasio, � obert E. Johnson, and Loui s J .  Pecora, 
fhysiolo�cal Measurements 2f Metabolic Functions !!! � (New York: 
McOray- ill Book Company, 1 963), p .  34 1 .  
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fir st minut.� after exercis c: in T z the heart rate wa s 14 beats per minute 
lower than after te n minut e s  of r ecovery in T 1 . 
The lower r e  sting hea Tt r<\tes and the more rapid recovery of 
the heart muscle after exercise would indicate an improved cardlor e s ­
piratory fitne ss . 
2 .  M aximal treadmill run. B lood p r e s sure, heart rates. pul­
monary ventilation and oxygen consumption w e r e  measurements taken 
d uring this pha s e  of testing. 
il. Blood p r e s su r e .  Improved c a rdiorespiratory fitne s s  was 
reflected in the trend of lower systolic blood pre s sure readings and 
more rapid r eturn of blood pres sure to norma t in recovery from the 
maximal treadmill run. The moit  interesting aspect of this data ( se e  
Figure 13 )  w a s  that J. D .  exercised 1 6  minutes longer i n  T z. and stilt 
had a s ystolic blood pres sure of 39  awn Hg lower at one minute into the 
recovery period. 
b. Heart rates. The heart rates during the maximal treadmill 
run and eight minute recovery period are presented in Figure 14 .  The 
T 1 test concluded after f�ur minutes of running with a maximal heart 
rate of ZOO beats per minute. However, in T Z• J. D. ran for 1 5  min­
ute s  and hh heart rate was maintained at 175 beats or more per min­
ute for 14 minut e s .  It waa evident that in T z the training effect elicited 
a. more conditioned heart muscle that in turn caused a steady state 
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reeponse to what at one time was a maximal work load. This phenomena 
has been observed by Sheppard a.nd others .  8 
Even though the tests differ ed ard. J .  D .  ran almost four times 
longer at the same rate a.ad grade, hie T 2. recovery heart rate was 
lower and more near normal than T 1 · 
c .  Maximal pulmonary ventilation. Data. for th ie parameter 
was obtained from measurements recorded during T 1 and T 3 •  The 
st.eady state response to the work load in T z  waa not considered a rep re-
sentative measurement and therefore was not included in the discus sion 
of maximal pulmonary v e ntilation. J .  D .  ventilated 9 1 .  16  liters per 
minute at T 1 and 106. 08 liter s per minute at T 3 .  The 1 6. 4  per cent 
increase during ten weeks o! trainina indicated an improvement in this 
phase of cardiorespiratory fitneas. 
d.  Maximal oxygen uptake. T l  and T 3 measurements were 
reported. It was concluded that the T 2 reading did not represent a maxi-
ma\ oxygen uptake ( steady state as previously mentioned) . 
There wae 84. 5 per cent increase in oxysen uptake with a T 1 
reading of 32 .  9 1  (ml/kg/min) and a T 3 reading of 60.  70 (ml/kg/min). 
8R .  J. Sheppard, ''Physiological Determinants of Cardiorespi r­
atory Fitness, " Journal of Sgorts Medicine and Physical Fitness,  VII 
(September, 1967), p. 1Z3 . 
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The increase in maximal oxygen uptake concurs with other inve stiga-
tione. 9 • 1 O • 1 1  J .  D .  had a marked improvement in aerobic efficiency 
a s  a re su\t of training. 
Blood Preeeure• Throughout the T raining Program 
There were :ioticeabl� fluctuations in the blood preaaure readings 
recorded throughout the training proaram (aee Figure 1 5 ) .  Thia would. 
indicate that j .  D .  waa not completeiy rei&xed from hia activity imme-
dfately before tbe �loorl 9re"s•..:.:re rr.t1t�1'·.!rement. However, it was evi-
dent that as the aubject improved hh physical condition there was a 
decr ease in the �ystotlc blood pre s sur e reading. 
He4rt Rat•• Th�2ush�. the T raining Program 
Fiaure 16 diepl.aye 1 5  1econd pre· and poat-exercbe heart ratee 
t'.l�t we re ri1co:rd1!d throughout the traL1ing program . The training 
effect ca o h� observed in the loweT pre-exercise "t)ea rt rate recording• 
9 Thomas K .  Cureton. "Improvements in Oxygen Intake Capacity 
R e sulting from Sport!! and Exerche T raining Program•: A R eview, " 
Ame rican Corrective Theraey Journal, XXlll (September-October, 
1 969) .  pp . 1 4·i- l 4 7 .  
IO Born Ekblorn. Per-Olof A strand, Bengt Saltin, Jaaper Sten­
ber g. ;inrl B dttmari Wallstrom, " Effect vf T raining on Circulatory 
R e •pon�• to �xerciae, " Journal 2,! Applied Phyeiology, XXIV (April, 
1 9 63), p. 5 1 :: .  
1 1 Ehworth Buskirk and Henry Taylor, · " .Ma•imal Oxygen Intake 
and Its � elation to Body C"mpositioa, w ith 3pecial !l eference to Chronic 
Physical .A ctivity and Obct sity, " Jou.ro.a.l � .AppU�d Physiology, XI 
(January - November,  1957)", p .  72.  
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obtained in the latter pha.sas of t r aining and in the lower post- exercise 
heart rates recorded throug hout training even though the intensity and 
the duration of the workout increased. J .  D. also showed the ability 
to send heart rates quite high during certain intense workouts .  
In this study the subject averaged a training phase post- exercise 
heart rate of approximately 1 66 beats per minute which was above the 
recommendations for improved endurance. 1 2, 1 3, 1 4  
Performance R una During the Training Program 
J .  D .  had a 1 9 .  3 per cent reduction in the time required to run 
two miles (Figure 1 7) and a 1 4 .  8 per cent improvement in the distance 
walked and /or run in one half hour (Fi1ure 1 8). Dtacuseions with the 
subject revealed that he was more highly motivated to perform well on 
the two mile event than the one ha U hour event. 
It appears that a relationship between improved distance running 
performance and improved maximal oxygen uptake ability le quite 
l lirvin E. F'aria, " Cardiovascular R esponse to Exercise as 
Influenced by Training of Various Intenaitt.ea, " R eseaJ'ch Quarterly, 
X LI (March, 1970), pp. 4 4 - 50 .  
1 3Brian J. Shar key and J ohn P .  Hollemen, ''Cardiorespiratory 
A daptation• to Training at Specific Intenaitiea, " R eaearch Quarterly. 
XXXVIII (December, 19 6 7), pp. 69 8 - 704 . 
1 4Kenneth H. Cooper, Ae·i:obics (New :York: M. Evans and 
Company, 1 9 68) , p . � '3 .  
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noticeable. Other stud1es suppol"t this !inding. 15 ,  1 6, 1 7, 18 
Daily Food Consumption 
Caloric intake values for each Wednesday throughout the training 
p rogram are revealed in Figure 19 .  l9 The investigator believed that 
caloric mea surement. obtained during the middle of the week would most 
likely be representative of the five day school week and least effected 
by the increase of food intake during the weekend. 
It was evident that J. D. voluntarily reduced his food intake, 
especia Uy during the initial weeks of the study. The mean caloric 
intake for the first through the sixth Wednesday was 1 ,  623, compared 
to 1 , 92 7 for the seventh through the eleventh W ednesday. Appendix F 
d e s c r ib e s  the type of food and the number of servings during meals 
and snacks. 
1 5  Coatill, loc. cit. 
- -
1 6  
T .  L .  Doolittle and R eland Bigbee, ''The 'Iwelve-Minute Run-
Walk: A T1tst of Cardioreapiratory Fitne ss  of Adolescent Boye.. " R e search 
Quarterly, XXXIX (October, 1968),  p. 49 1 .  
1 7  
Paul M .  1.Hbiat and W illiam A .  Kachadurian, " Maximum Oxygen 
Uptake Predicted in Young and Middle Age Mates, " Journal � Sports 
Medicine and Physical Fitne s s, IX (March, 1 969), p. Z l . 
1 8 Jack H. Wilmore, ''Maximal Oxygen Intake and Its R e lationship 
to Endurance Capacity on a Bicycle Ergometer , "  R esearch Quarter ly, 
XXXX (March, 1969), p.  ZOS. 
19 
Anna de Planter Bowles, Charles E .  Church, and Helen N .  
Church, Food Values � Portions C ommonlI Used (Philadelphia: J. B .  
Lippincott Company, 1966). 
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� ccording to Pe r-Clof A strand, 2.0 a modorately activ e male � -:; 
years old with a body weight of 70 kg wo uld be exp ect�d to u ::. .:?  . .  , � ,)G 
'��llorie:3 per day . It i s  evident that J. U .  was highly motlva.ed fo r 
h e  con1umed less than an expected average and at the sa.me time he 
became more phyaically activ e .  Howe-ver, in thie case, a n  unhea lthy 
sit nation developed when he consistently failed to consume balanced 
meals at breakfast and lunch. The investigator believed that if thi • 
eating pattern combined with the training program were allowe.d to 
continue ther e  would be a deterioration in pby1tcal performance and 
health. Con1uttations with the auhject concerning balanced nutrition 
quickly eliminated the problem. 
11 . SUMMAR Y  
The data obtained from a teenage male subject indicate s  that there 
was a decrease in body weight and an increased level of cardioreapir-
atory fitnea e  during a ten week training proaram. In order to r eview 
the finding• of thil study, the following summary statement• are pre-
eented: 
1. The subject lo at l Z .  64 kilograms or 1 3  per ·cent of his original 
body weight. A a  the inve stigation progre ss ed there were losses in all 
20 Per- Olof A atrand and Kaare R odahl, Textbook � Work Phyai-
ology (New York: McOraw-HUl Book Company, 1970), p. 447. 
6 5  
the anthropometric measurements recorded. The most noticeable los s e s  
were in the abdomen. thi�h. chest and upper a r m .  
Z .  Phyaiologica l 3.daptation e  during reating condition• were evi· 
dent a• determined by lower ayatolic blood preaeuree, heart ratea ,  and 
baaal oxyge11 uptake meaaurea-�nt 1 .  
3 .  A n  increased tolerance to submaximal and maximal tr.admill 
r .� n •  waa demonstrated through lower exercie« heart rates during the 
submaximal run and increased running time, pulmonary ventilation, 
and oxygen uptak.e during the maximal treadmill run. 
4 .  'Ihe subject experienced a more rapid recovery after exerciae 
aa evidenced by luwer recovery he�rt rates and ayatoUc blood pressure 
recordin&•· 
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CHAPTE� V 
SUMMA R Y  
I. SUMMA R Y  
A ca•e study was the vehicle uaed t o  investigate the e{fecte of 
a ten v1�ek progresdve ,;"lgging 1n1. :running p!"ograrr. on selected meta­
bolic. anthrc,pomet:fic. C:J.rd{o:i·aiplr�tory. aad performance mea•ure­
ments.  
The eiubject Wiu1 11 . 7  yaar& old. lnitia.Uy he wuighed 97. 64 kilo­
gram• and was 1 7 S  centimeters t'lll. He waiJ moderately active before 
the investigation and he maintained a high level of motivation through­
out foe 5') fol'mal and informal training s � u 1ions h e ld between March 3 1 .  
1 969 and June 9, 1969.  
Init.ia.l a.erobic work waa p•rformad viA a n  interval method of 
training. The aubject was gradually conditioned until he could perform 
continuoua •ubmaximal run• up to 8 mile• in length without re•t intervah .  
Three evaluative tool• were uaed to ob•erve the respon•e of the 
subject to the trainin1 program. They included the following: ( 1) Initial, 
intermedi&td, and final l•boratory te sting; ( 2.) Blood pressure• and heart 
ratea recorded tbrouahout the training program; and ( 3) Performance 
runa during the training program. In addition, daily caloric intakes 
67 
were recorded . 
The initial, intermediate, and final laboratory teats conaiated of 
four parts: ( 1) Ba•al metabolic ra.te; (l) B e ating heart rate and blood 
pressure; (3) Anthropometric meaeurementa; and (4) Cardioreepiratory 
measure• during a submaximal and maximal treadmill run. 
Pre- and poat- exerche heart ratee and pre-exercise blood pres­
sure• were recorded at approximately �O per cent of the training se•-
1ions. On four occalione the subject was ti.med at two miles, while on 
four other day• he walked and /or ran ae far a s  pos s ible in 30 minute• . 
11 . CONC LUSIONS 
Baeed on the findings of thia investigation the following conclusion 
appears warranted. The jogging and running program aa performed in 
tbia etudy dee reased the body weight and \mp roved the cardioreepi ratory 
fitne s s  of a teenage male aubject, ae determined by: 
1 .  A noticeable lose in body weight and losses in all the anthro­
pometric meaauremente recorded. 
Z .  Lower ayatolic blood pre1eurea, heart rate•. and oxygen 
uptake meaeuremente during re ating conditi.ona . 
3 . Lower heart rate• during eubmaximal work. 
4 .  Increaeed running time, pulmonary ventilation, and oxygen 
uptake during maximal work. 
5 .  Lower recovery heart rates and •yatoUc blood preeeure 
re,cordings. 
6. A more rapid return to normal of systolic-diastolic blood 
preeeures and heart rate measurements during recovery. 
Ill. OBSERVAT IONS 
68 
While it was difficult to a a aese any p sychological influence• a •  
the reault of the anthropometric a nd  phy1iological changes, it i a  im­
portant to note that the 1ubject baa continued with a daily running 
program. .At this writing, approximately 18 months after the comple­
t ion of the study, the subject ta continuing with a daily running proaram 
and baa maintained and lowered hia poat-trainina body weight. 
IV .  R ECOMMENDA 'I IONS 
On the information found in the study the followtna recommend&-
ti.one were mn.dc. 
l .  A pilot study should be de signed to validate the procedures 
uaed in obtaining s kinfold me•surement s .  
2 .  The body density of obe s e  subjects should be dete rmined by 
underwater weighing. 
3 .  Similar studies of thh nature should be conducted using obeae 
aubjects . Tho investigations should be related to lrnproving the level 
of physical fitness of the subject s .  
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APPENDIX A 
PICTURES TAKEN OF T HE SUBJECT A T  TWELVE, 
THIR T EEN, FIFTEEN, A ND SEVENTEEN Y EARS OF AGE 
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TWELVE Y EA R S  OLD THIR T EEN Y EARS OLD 
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APPENDIX B 
DISTANCE, NUMBER OF R EPET ITIONS, AND AVERAGE PA C E  
PER MILE OF EA CH T R A INING SESSION R U N  
PA C E /MILE MILES 
4 (MIN . )  
9 :  1 6  
9 : 0 4  
8 : 32 
8:20 
8 : 36 
8 : 40 
8 : 8 0  
7:40 
9 : 04 
8 : 3 0  
9 : 2 0  
8 : 20 
8:00 
1 2 
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I 11 U I 
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000000000 
I 11 L 
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000000000 
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>�Mod ification in the tra ining program 
T R A INING PACE /MILE 
SESSION (MIN. ) 
1 7  8:  3 0  
1 8  8 : 00 
19* 
2 1 *  8 : 4 0  
2 2  9 : 0 0  j 
2 3* 
24 8 : 0 0  
2 6  8 : 2 8  
2 7  8 : 4 5  
2 8  8 : 0 0  
3 0  8 : 30 
3 1  8 : 4 5  
3 2  8 : 4 5  
3 3  7: 54 
APPENDIX B ( c ontinued) 
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APPENDIX C 
SIT-UPS PERFOR MED THROUGHOUT 
'THE TRAINING PROGRAM 
REPETITIONS 
,, . .  
,. . ,  
:;: 
... .... 
):: 
•'• .,. l I 
. .. ... [ 
.. 
5 1 0  1 5  2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 40 4 5 5 0 5 5 6 0 6 5 7 0 7 5 8 0 
NUMBER OF R EPETITIONS 
*Sit-ups performed on an incline 
APPENDIX D 
PUSH-UPS PERFOR MED THR OUGHOUT 
THE T R A INING PROGR A M  
:F.T S /R F.PF:TTTTONC: 
I 2 I I O  ll J 
2 3 / 1 0  IC II I' 
3· 2 / 1 0  II I 
a. 1 /2 5  I 
2 2 / 1 5  II ] · 
4 2 / 1 6  II I . 
6. 1 /20 I 
7 1 / 25 I 
2 8 1 / 26 I 
3 ()' I /20 I 
3 I I / 2 1  I 
• • • .. . • '" 
5 1 0  1 5  2 0  2 5  30 35 
NUMBER OF R EPET IT IONS 
APPENDIX E 
BENCH PRESSES PERFORMED T HR O UGHOUT 
THR T R A INING PR OGRAM 
SETS/R EPETITIONS W EIGHT 
4 . 2/10 1 1  0 1 b s . 
6 , • 1/10 120 lbs .  
7 •2/10 1 3 0  lbs .  
1 5  
1 7  
3 7 
.. 
. 1/8 1 4  0 lbs .  
'2/5 1 50 lbs .  
'l/7 1 50 lbs. 
• 1/4 lE:O lbs. I 
d/6 1 60 lbs .  
. 2/1 0 l 0 0 lbs • 
I( 
I 
• 
5 
. . II 
1l 11s 
. ' 
1/6 
I ( . 
JI 1/8 120 lbs .  
,, 
140 lbs .  I 
I 
1 so lbs .  I 
It 
. 
1 0  
NUMBER OF R EPET IT IONS 
. 
1 5  
I 
1 
I 
J 
. 
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APPENDIX F 
TYPE OF FOOD A ND  NUMBER OF SERVINGS 
DURING MEALS .AND SNACKS ON THE WEDNESDAYS 
THROUGHOUT THE INVESTIGATION 
DAT E BR EAKFAST LUNCH DINNER SNACKS 
3/26 1 hambur1•r I 1 1 baa pop- Z servings rice I None 
eerving puddin1/  corn 1 aervin1 air-
1 8-o•. gla11 loin at•a I 2. 
ml\k aervinfi• �eaa /  3 
low ca or e pear 
halve• 
4/2  1 8-oa. 11&•• 1 bag pop- 4 piece• chicken/ 1 can Like 
milk/ 1 ,.ncak• corn Z aervina• rice I 
with syrup Z eervina• cabbage/ 
i 
1 aervin1 Jello 
4 /9 1 amall bowl dry 2 apples 2. •Uc ea round 1 Diet 
cereal/ 1 poached steak/ Z amall Pepsi/ 1 
•11 on Enali•h boiled potato• 1 / Z apple 
muffin/ 1 � - o • .  ••••tna• 1r••n 
1la• • milk beana / chocolate 
bar 
4 /  1 6  1 sma 11 bowl dry 1 piece pie/ 2 1ervtn11 apa- 2 -o•. ala•• 
cereal/ 1 'Jg1 / 1 1 amall piece ghetti/ 1 mea·t punch 
slice ham/ 1 8- chocolate ball/ 1 large 
os. gla11 apple cake/ 1 glass salad (toaaed) 
juice mUk/ 2 slices 
bread/ 1 eer-
vin1 2•aa 
'-/2.3 l bowl dry cere- 1 bag �op- Z bowl• noodle 1 Diet 
al/ 1 piece corn7 1 beef eoup/ 1 Pepai 
cherry pie glaae milk meat loaf aand-
wich/ 1 •erving 
ello 
4 /30 Z .ticea bacon 1 chicken Z a Uc ea turkey I None 
l poached •11• / breast/ 1 l aervlng ma•hed 
1 En1Ueh muf- ••rving potatoe • • gravy I 
fin/ 1 grapefruit ma&hed pota- 1 fruit tart 
toes • gravy/ 
1 1erving 
apple1auce I 1 
&la•• milk 
5/7 1 e1g/ 2. •licea 1 hamburger/ Z chicken breast a I 1 can Diet 
bacon/ 1 aUce 1 ala•• milk l aervin1• cole Pepai 
toaet/ 1 11�•• slaw I 1 servinf 
orange juice French fries /  
&la••  Kool Aid 
APPENDIX F (continued) 
DATE BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNEB SNACKS 
�-,-����������--��������������� 5 / 1 4  1 gla 1n orange 1 eerving 2 cheeseburger s /  2 1tas1e1 
juice I 1 glass noodles and 1 ice C'l"eam cone/ iced tea. 
milk/ l egg/ 2 beef I 1 aer- 1 turnover I 1 
slices bacon/ 1 vin1 potatoes/ 7 Up 
piece toast 1 glass mill�/ 
1 piece bread I 
1 1erving 
to•••d ealad 
5 / 2 1  2 piece1 bacon/ 
1 egg/ l gla•• 
milk/ 1 glaae 
oran1• juice/ l 
Enalisb muffin 
1 corn dog I 1 1 serving meat 
•ervina beet1/ loaf/ 1 aervina 
1 1ervin1 cote slaw I 1 1er-
corn/ 1 •lice vtn1 corn/ 1 
bread/ 1 glass fla1a iced tea/ milk ice cTeam cone 
S /Z8 
6 /4 
1 •• rving flap -
jacks/ 1 ala•• 
grape juice I 1 
cup coffee 
None 
1 ham sand­
wich 
2 ham eand­
wiche s /  1 
eervin1 
corniea/ 1 
alaaa milk 
2 pork chop 1 /  1 
servina rice/ Z. 
servin1• cabbaae/ 1 glass iced tea 
Z hambur1era/ 1 
serving peas/  1 
aervina potatoe1 /  
1 aervina straw­
berry shortcake 
1 gla11 iced 
tea 
None 
1 coke / 1 
hambur1•r 
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